Room Allocation for Autumn End Semester Examination 2017-18

Department Aerospace Engineering:

Day1, Slot 4, FN:
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN:
Day1, Slot 14, EV: LH101, LC101,

Day2, Slot 2, FN: LT104:LT105,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN:
Day2, Slot 2, EV:

Day3, Slot 7, FN:
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN:
Day3, Slot 8, EV:

Day4, Slot 13, FN: LH101, LC001,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN:
Day4, Slot 11, EV: LC001, LC002,

Day5, Slot 15, FN: LC001, LT201:LT202:LT203,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN:
Day5, Slot 10, EV: LC001, LC002,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN:
Day6, Slot 1, AN: LC201, LT106,
Day6, Slot 1, EV: LC201, LC202,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN:
Day7, Slot 5, AN: IC1, LT106,
Day7, Slot 5, EV: LC002,

Day8, Slot 12, FN: IC2,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV:

Day9, Slot 3, FN: LH101, LC302,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,
Day9, Slot 3, EV: LT106,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN: LT106,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN: LH101,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV:
Department Biosciences and Bioengineering:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:  
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:  
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: LC001, IC1,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: IC1, IC2, 
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:  
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:  

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: LA301, 
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: 
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LC001,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,:  
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:  
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: IC3,

Day5, Slot 15, FN,:  
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:  
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LT106,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:  
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: IC1, LT102,  
Day6, Slot 1, EV,:  

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:  
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LC101, LT104:LT105,  
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: 

Day8, Slot 12, FN,:  
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: IC1,  
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: 

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: IC1, 
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:  
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: 

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: IC3, IC4,  
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:  
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department Civil Engineering:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: LA301, CEDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: LH102, LC102, LC201, CEDeptRooms,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LA302, LC202, CEDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot 2, EV,: LH301, LH302, IC3, CEDeptRooms,

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LA101, LC002, CEDeptRooms,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LA101, CEDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: LH301, CEDeptRooms,

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: LC002, CEDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LC101, CEDeptRooms,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LC001, LC002, CEDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: LA301, LC001, CEDeptRooms,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LT001:LT002:LT003, CEDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: CEDeptRooms,

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: LC001, LC002, LC101, CEDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: LA102, LA302, LC102, CEDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: CEDeptRooms,

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: LH102, LC101, LC102, CEDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,: CEDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: LA101, LH101, CEDeptRooms,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LC001, LC002, CEDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: LA101, CEDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,: CEDeptRooms,
Department CESE:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:
Day1, Slot 14, EV,; LT101,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,; LT102,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:
Day2, Slot 2, EV,; LT106,

Day3, Slot 7, FN,; LC002,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:
Day3, Slot 8, EV,:

Day4, Slot 13, FN,:
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:
Day4, Slot 11, EV,:

Day5, Slot 15, FN,; LT106,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:
Day5, Slot 10, EV,:

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:
Day6, Slot 1, AN,; LT302,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,:

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:
Day7, Slot 5, AN,; LC102, LT101,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,; LT106,

Day8, Slot 12, FN,; LT102,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,:
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,:

Day9, Slot 3, FN,:
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:
Day9, Slot 3, EV,:

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,; IC2,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department Chemical Engg. & Chemistry:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: LH101, LC101, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: LA101, LA102, LA301, LH301, CHCLDeptRoom,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LA102, LH101, LC302, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day2, Slot 2, EV,: LA301, LA302, CHCLDeptRoom,

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: CHCLDeptRoom,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: CHCLDeptRoom, LT106,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: IC1, CHCLDeptRoom,

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: CHCLDeptRoom,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LA301, LC101, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: LH101, LC101, CHCLDeptRoom,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LA301, LH302, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: CHCLDeptRoom,

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: CHCLDeptRoom, LT103,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: LC001, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: CHCLDeptRoom,

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: LA301, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: LA102, LH102, CHCLDeptRoom,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LA101, LA102, LC102, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: LC001, CHCLDeptRoom,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,: CHCLDeptRoom,
Department Computer Science & Engg.:

Day1, Slot 4, FN.: LT106, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day1, Slot 14, EV.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day2, Slot 2, FN.: LA301, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day2, Slot 2, EV.: LA101, LA102, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day3, Slot 7, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day3, Slot 8, EV.: LA102, LH101, LC101, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day4, Slot 13, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day4, Slot 11, EV.: LA301, LA302, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day5, Slot 15, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day5, Slot 10, EV.: LA101, LH101, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day6, Slot 1, AN.: LH101, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day6, Slot 1, EV.: LA302, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day7, Slot 5, AN.: IC2, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day7, Slot 5, EV.: LA301, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day8, Slot 12, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day8, Slot 9, AN.: LA301, LH102, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day9, Slot 3, FN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day9, Slot 3, EV.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN.: LA302, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN.: LA102, CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV.: CSDeptRooms, CC 101, CC 103, CC 105,
Department CSRE:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: IC1,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: 
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: LT106,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: IC3,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: 
Day2, Slot 2, EV,: 

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: 
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: 
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: 

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LT101, 
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,: 
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: LT101, 

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: LT101, 
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,: 
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: 

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,: 
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LT301:LT303, 
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: 

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,: 
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LC201, 
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: 

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: 
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: 
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: 

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: IC2, 
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,: 
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: 

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LT102, 
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: 
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department CTARA:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:
Day1, Slot 14, EV,:

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LT301:LT303,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:

Day3, Slot 7, FN,:
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: IC3,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,:
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:
Day4, Slot 11, EV,:

Day5, Slot 15, FN,:
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:
Day5, Slot 10, EV,:

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: IC2, LT103,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,:

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LC302,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,:

Day8, Slot 12, FN,:
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: LT102,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,:

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: IC3,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:
Day9, Slot 3, EV,:

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LT104:LT105,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,
Department Earth Sciences:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: LC001, LC002, IC2,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:
Day1, Slot 14, EV,:

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LT001:LT002:LT003, LT004:LT005:LT006,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: LC101,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LT101,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,:
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: LT102,

Day5, Slot 15, FN,:
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LT101,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LH301, LH302, LC301, LT101,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: 

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LT102,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: 

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: IC1,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: LT106,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: 

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: LC001, LT101,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: 

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LC202, IC1,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department Electrical Engineering:

Day1, Slot 4, FN.: LA302, EEDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot 14, EV.: LA302, LC002, LC302, EEDeptRooms,

Day2, Slot 2, FN.: LH102, LC002, EEDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot 2, EV.: LC301, LC302, EEDeptRooms,

Day3, Slot 7, FN.: LC001, EEDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN.: LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, EEDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot 8, EV.: LT301:LT303, EEDeptRooms,

Day4, Slot 13, FN.: LA102, EEDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot 11, EV.: LA102, EEDeptRooms,

Day5, Slot 15, FN.: LC101, EEDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot 10, EV.: LA102, LC102, EEDeptRooms,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, AN.: LA102, LC202, EEDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, EV.: LH102, EEDeptRooms,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, AN.: LH101, EEDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, EV.: LH301, LC301, EEDeptRooms,

Day8, Slot 12, FN.: LH301, LH302, LC301, EEDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot 9, AN.: LC101, EEDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV.: EEDeptRooms,

Day9, Slot 3, FN.: LA101, EEDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN.: EEDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot 3, EV.: LA301, LC001, EEDeptRooms,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN.: LH101, EEDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN.: LA301, LH102, LC102, EEDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV.: EEDeptRooms,
**Department Humanities & Social Science:**

Day 1, Slot 4, FN:
Day 1, Slot day1AN, AN:
Day 1, Slot 14, EV: IC2, LT103,

Day 2, Slot 2, FN: LH301, LH302, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT101,
Day 2, Slot day2AN, AN:
Day 2, Slot 2, EV:

Day 3, Slot 7, FN:
Day 3, Slot day3AN, AN:
Day 3, Slot 8, EV: LT102,

Day 4, Slot 13, FN: LT102,
Day 4, Slot day4AN, AN:
Day 4, Slot 11, EV: IC2,

Day 5, Slot 15, FN:
Day 5, Slot day5AN, AN:
Day 5, Slot 10, EV: LC201, IC1,

Day 6, Slot day6FN, FN:
Day 6, Slot 1, AN:
Day 6, Slot 1, EV:

Day 7, Slot day7FN, FN:
Day 7, Slot 5, AN: IC3,
Day 7, Slot 5, EV: IC1,

Day 8, Slot 12, FN: LT104:LT105,
Day 8, Slot 9, AN: LC002,
Day 8, Slot day8EV, EV:

Day 9, Slot 3, FN: LT106,
Day 9, Slot day9AN, AN:
Day 9, Slot 3, EV:

Day 10, Slot 6, 0FN: LC101,
Day 10, Slot 6, 0AN:
Day 10, Slot day10EV, 0EV:
Department Industrial Design Center:

Day1, Slot 4, FN:
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN:
Day1, Slot 14, EV:

Day2, Slot 2, FN:
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN:
Day2, Slot 2, EV:

Day3, Slot 7, FN:
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN:
Day3, Slot 8, EV:

Day4, Slot 13, FN:
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN:
Day4, Slot 11, EV:

Day5, Slot 15, FN:
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN:
Day5, Slot 10, EV:

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN:
Day6, Slot 1, AN:
Day6, Slot 1, EV:

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN:
Day7, Slot 5, AN; LC301, LT204:LT205:LT206
Day7, Slot 5, EV:

Day8, Slot 12, FN:
Day8, Slot 9, AN:
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV:

Day9, Slot 3, FN:
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN:
Day9, Slot 3, EV:

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN:
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN:
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV:
Department Mathematics:

Day1, Slot 4, FN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot 14, EV.: LT102, MASIDeptRooms,

Day2, Slot 2, FN.: LC001, MASIDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot 2, EV.: MASIDeptRooms,

Day3, Slot 7, FN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot 8, EV.: LC102, IC1, MASIDeptRooms,

Day4, Slot 13, FN.: LT302, MASIDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot 11, EV.: LT302, MASIDeptRooms,

Day5, Slot 15, FN.: LC102, MASIDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot 10, EV.: LC202, MASIDeptRooms,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, AN.: LC302, LT104:LT105, MASIDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, EV.: MASIDeptRooms,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, AN.: LH301, LC202, MASIDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, EV.: MASIDeptRooms,

Day8, Slot 12, FN.: LT302, MASIDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot 9, AN.: LT101, MASIDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV.: MASIDeptRooms,

Day9, Slot 3, FN.: LC201, MASIDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot 3, EV.: LT101, MASIDeptRooms,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN.: LC301, MASIDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN.: MASIDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV.: MASIDeptRooms,
Department Mechanical Engg, IEOR and Energy Science:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: LA102, LH102, LC102, LC202,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: LT104:LT105,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LC101, LC102, IC4,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:
Day2, Slot 2, EV,: LH101, LH102, LC102,

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: LA101, LA102,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LC201, LC202, IC2,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LH102, LC102,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: LC101, LC102,

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: LA101, LC201,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LH102,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LH102,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: LA102, LH301, LH302, LC102,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LA101, LA102, LH102,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: LA101, LA102, LH101,

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: LH101, LH102, LC102, LT301:LT303,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: LH301, LH302, LC201, LC202,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,:

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: LH301, LC301,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: LH301, LC301,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LA301, LH301, LH302, LT001:LT002:LT003,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: LA302, LH301, LC301,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department Metallurgical Engg and Material Science:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: LA101, LC201, MMDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: IC4, LT302, MMDeptRooms,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LA101, LC201, MMDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day2, Slot 2, EV,: LC001, LC002, LC101, MMDeptRooms,

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LA301, LH102, MMDeptRooms,

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: LH101, LH102, MMDeptRooms,

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LT104:LT105, MMDeptRooms,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LA101, LC102, MMDeptRooms,
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: LA101, LC002, MMDeptRooms,

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: IC4, LT301:LT303, MMDeptRooms,
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: MMDeptRooms,

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: LC201, LC202, LT101, MMDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: LA101, LC301, LC302, LT302, MMDeptRooms,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: MMDeptRooms,

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: LA102, LC202, MMDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: LA302, LC002, MMDeptRooms,

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LC201, LT302, MMDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: MMDeptRooms,
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,: MMDeptRooms,
Department Physics:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,: LC301, LC302, LT302,
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: 
Day1, Slot 14, EV,: IC3,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LC301**, LT106,
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: 
Day2, Slot 2, EV,: 

Day3, Slot 7, FN,: 
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: 
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LH301, 

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LC201, LC202,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,: 
Day4, Slot 11, EV,: LH302, 

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: 
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,: 
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LH301, LC301, 

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,: 
Day6, Slot 1, AN,: LA302, IC3, IC4, 
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: 

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,: 
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LA302, 
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: LT101, 

Day8, Slot 12, FN,: LT106, 
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: IC3, IC4, 
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: 

Day9, Slot 3, FN,: LC002, IC4, 
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,: 
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: 

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LC302, LT301:LT303, 
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: LC002, 
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,: 

**LC 301 for PH419 course on 13/11/17 Forenoon**
Department Systems and Control:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:
Day1, Slot 14, EV,:

Day2, Slot 2, FN,:
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:

Day3, Slot 7, FN,:
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:
Day3, Slot 8, EV,:

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LC101,
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:
Day4, Slot 11, EV,:

Day5, Slot 15, FN,: LT102,
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:
Day5, Slot 10, EV,: LC302,

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:
Day6, Slot 1, AN,:
Day6, Slot 1, EV,:

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LT302,
Day7, Slot 5, EV, : LC001,

Day8, Slot 12, FN,:
Day8, Slot 9, AN,: IC2,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,:

Day9, Slot 3, FN,:
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:
Day9, Slot 3, EV,:

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LT201:LT202:LT203, LT103,
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,: LT201:LT202:LT203, LT103,
Department School of Management:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:  
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: LC302,  
Day1, Slot 14, EV,:  

Day2, Slot 2, FN,:  
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: LC302,  
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:  

Day3, Slot 7, FN,:  
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: LC302,  
Day3, Slot 8, EV,:  

Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LH302,  
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,: LC302,  
Day4, Slot 11, EV,:  

Day5, Slot 15, FN,:  
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,: LH302, LC302,  
Day5, Slot 10, EV,:  

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:  
Day6, Slot 1, AN,:  
Day6, Slot 1, EV,: LC301, LC302, IC1,  

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:  
Day7, Slot 5, AN,: LC001, LC002,  
Day7, Slot 5, EV,: LA302,  

Day8, Slot 12, FN,:  
Day8, Slot 9, AN,:  
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: LA101,  

Day9, Slot 3, FN,:  
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:  
Day9, Slot 3, EV,: LH302,  

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,:  
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:  
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department Education Technology:

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:  
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:  
Day1, Slot 14, EV,:  

Day2, Slot 2, FN,:  
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:  
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:  

Day3, Slot 7, FN,:  
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:  
Day3, Slot 8, EV,: LT106,  

Day4, Slot 13, FN,:  
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:  
Day4, Slot 11, EV,:  

Day5, Slot 15, FN,:  
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:  
Day5, Slot 10, EV,:  

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:  
Day6, Slot 1, AN,:  
Day6, Slot 1, EV,:  

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:  
Day7, Slot 5, AN,:  
Day7, Slot 5, EV,:  

Day8, Slot 12, FN,:  
Day8, Slot 9, AN,:  
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,:  

Day9, Slot 3, FN,:  
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:  
Day9, Slot 3, EV,:  

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN,: LT101,  
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:  
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:
Department Centre for Urban Science and Engineering (C-USE)

Day1, Slot 4, FN,:
Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,:
Day1, Slot 14, EV,:

Day2, Slot 2, FN,:
Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,:
Day2, Slot 2, EV,:

Day3, Slot 7, FN,:
Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,:
Day3, Slot 8, EV, LT302,:

Day4, Slot 13, FN,:
Day4, Slot day4AN, AN,:
Day4, Slot 11, EV,:

Day5, Slot 15, FN,:
Day5, Slot day5AN, AN,:
Day5, Slot 10, EV,:

Day6, Slot day6FN, FN,:
Day6, Slot 1, AN,:
Day6, Slot 1, EV,:

Day7, Slot day7FN, FN,:
Day7, Slot 5, AN, LT103,:
Day7, Slot 5, EV,:

Day8, Slot 12, FN,:
Day8, Slot 9, AN,:
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,:

Day9, Slot 3, FN,:
Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,:
Day9, Slot 3, EV,:

Day10, Slot 6, 0FN, LT102,:
Day10, Slot 6, 0AN,:
Day10, Slot day10EV, 0EV,:

Day1, Slot day1AN, AN,: LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

Day1, Slot 14, EV,: LH302, LC201, LC301, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303,

Day2, Slot 2, FN,: LT204:LT205:LT206, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT302, LT103,

Day2, Slot day2AN, AN,: LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

Day2, Slot 2, EV,: LC201, LC202, IC1, IC2, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,


Day3, Slot day3AN, AN,: LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC201, LC301, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,


Day4, Slot 13, FN,: LA301, LA302, LH301, LC002, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT103,
**Day 4, Slot day4AN, AN:** LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,


**Day 5, Slot 15, FN:** LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT302, LT103,

**Day 5, Slot day5AN, AN:** LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

**Day 5, Slot 10, EV:** LA301, LA302, LH302, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT102, LT302, LT103,

**Day 6, Slot day6FN, FN:** LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

**Day 6, Slot 1, AN:** LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT304:LT305:LT306,

**Day 6, Slot 1, EV:** IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

**Day 7, Slot day7FN, FN:** LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

**Day 7, Slot 5, AN:** LT201:LT202:LT203, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT304:LT305:LT306,

**Day 7, Slot 5, EV:** LH102, LH302, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC302, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT102, LT302, LT103,
Day8, Slot day8EV, EV,: LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,

Day9, Slot day9AN, AN,: LA101, LA102, LA301, LA302, LH101, LH102, LH301, LH302, LC001, LC002, LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC301, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT106, LT101, LT102, LT302, LT103,
Day9, Slot 9, EV,: LC101, LC102, LC201, LC202, LC302, IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, LT201:LT202:LT203, LT001:LT002:LT003, LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT104:LT105, LT304:LT305:LT306, LT301:LT303, LT102, LT302, LT103,

Day10, Slot 6, FN,: LT204:LT205:LT206, LT004:LT005:LT006, LT304:LT305:LT306,